June Daily Prompts from JournalBuddies.com

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1

2

3

4

Describe your

Make a list of the

Summer is a time

What is your

ideal summer

things you are most

for fun and

favorite thing

day from start
to nish.

thankful for in your
life.

relaxation. List ve

to do when you

things you want to

play outdoors

do this summer.

in the summer?

8

9

10

11

You found a

Write directions for
how to make your

What is your

favorite lunch. Don’t

happiest summer

forget the snacks

memory?

5

6

Would you rather

If summer were a

spend time

person, what

indoors or

type of

“What did you do for

magic wand!

outdoors during

personality

fun last summer?”

What would you

the summer?

would he or she

Why?

have?

12

13

Write a realistic
ction story about
a student from 20
years ago.
19

53 Prompts about
Father's Day

29
Going to the park
on a summer
day…

7

Wednesday

do with it?
14

15

During the

and drink!
16

What is your

summer, how
often do you
get to see your
friends from
school?

17

18

Who is your favorite

Describe your

How can I make

What is your

favorite summer

Write a story about

person? Describe

perfect rst

this the best

happiest summer

holiday? What

a summer that

them. Why are they

day of summer

summer ever?

memory?

do you like most

never ends.

your favorite

from start to

person?

nish.

24

26

about it?
20
If a cat or dog
could talk, what
would they say?

21

22

23

Write a poem

I can have fun

53 First Day of

describing the

during summer no

Summer Prompts

way summer

matter what

makes you feel.

because…

27

28

29

30

What is the most

What is your

Do you ever

Write about

exciting thing

favorite summer

learn things

hanging out at the

about trying
something new?

treat? What makes
it so delicious?

during the
summer?

pool during the
summer.
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Write a “day-in-thelife” pro le about
yourself and your
typical summer
day.

Write directions
for how to
cook the
perfect s’more.
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